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An Astonishing New Software Package That Will Walk You Through Profitable Classified Ad Creation

PLUS...Generate Classifieds Quick-As-A-Whip... ....WITH RESELL RIGHTS & SALES WEBSITE!

INSTANT DOWNLOAD! Have you ever wondered how some webmasters just seem to have the knack for

writing profitable, creative, and explosive ad copy? Have you ever wondered how some webmasters can

write a classified ad and pull in $5,000 from it while your ad doesn't produce squat? Is hiring a

professional copywriter completely out of your reach? Are you frustrated just thinking about it? Well if

you've ever wished for better advertising copy and need a Cheap way to obtain it, then you'll be

interested in this hot new software package! So how's your advertising copy looking? Is it fun, exciting,

and explosive? Is it Getting your web site visitors in the droves yet? (If you answered yes, you don't really

need this product.) Look, let's face it.. if your answer is no, then your web business won't go very far. I

don't mean to rain on your parade, but that's just the cold hard truth. If you answered no, then please read

this sales page carefully. I'm about to introduce to you a brand new Windows software package that will

help you create profitable classified ads for all of your web sites, programs, and offers, so that you can

bring in more targeted web site visitors and ultimately higher profits!! Introducing...Class Ad Factory V.1 ..
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Brand New Software For Effective Classified Ad Creation! Classified ads provide the most economical

way to get your business into the public eye but do YOUR classified ads produce results? If you're like

most webmasters, they probably don't and if they don't, you could be losing out on web site traffic.

Classified ads are much harder to write then solo ads because they are significantly smaller in size. This

requires you to really pack a punch in a very short amount of space. Most webmasters fail miserably at

this and either run a poor campaign or are forced to hire an expensive copywriter. But you don't have to

do that.. not anymore... By releasing Class Ad Factory V.1, I'm offering you a way to learn how to write

profitable classified ads the right way. You'll learn the 4 ingredients that all copywriters use to create

powerful ads and the software will even generate some pre-written ads for you! Now here are the top 3

reasons for using classified ads.... #1 They Are Easy On Your Budget. Classified Advertising is very easy

on your budget. In fact, you an find billions of classified submission sites on the Internet for FREE - yes

FREE! You'd be crazy to pass up free advertising. If you like to reach a newspaper audience, classifieds

are the cheapest route to go. #2 Increased Site Link Backs. If you utilize the billions of free classified ad

sites on the net, you'll increase your link back rating ten fold. This is because of the increased number of

web sites linking directly to your site as a result of your classified ad submission. Remember, the more

link backs that you receive from other sites, the higher your search engine ranking will be! #3 Utilize Ezine

Advertising. Classified advertising is a very popular promotional service offered by eZine publishers -

almost always free. Since eZine advertising is a widely used and effective form of Internet Advertising,

webmasters stand to profit using this form of promotion. Class Ad Factory V.1 FEATURES... Open, Edit,

Save Files - You can save, open, and edit any file you generate using the software interface. This comes

in handy if you should ever need to go back and change your ads or just for backup purposes.

Step-by-Step Instructions- No Copywriting knowledge necessary to run this software. In fact, Class Ad

Factory V.1 will take you by the hand and will ask you each necessary question one step at a time. At the

end, it will spit out your classified ad in multiple formats. Easy as pie. Easy Fill In The Blank Interface-

Simply fill in the blank to generate your classifieds. It's really that simple! FOUR Generation Outputs-

Class Ad Factory V.1 will generate your ads and deliver in four different outputs: Copy to your clipboard,

Save as text file, print ads, OR eMail the ads. (Useful if you want to provide a classified ad generation

service to your clients!) Professional Classified Ad Generation- You can create an unlimited number

classified ads quickly and easily with this new software. Class Ad Factory V.1 will provide you with one



custom classified ad, according to your offer PLUS will generate a total of five pre-written ads that you

can use wherever you'd like! On Board Resources & Classified Information - I've also included a resource

section in the software control panel that gives you tips and advice on writing classified ads as well as a

list of free classified sites where you can submit your newly generated classifieds! On Board examples

and word lists - Part of successful ad writing involves knowing which words are powerful and command

attention in the English language. I've included this list in the Class Ad Factory software. SOME MORE

INCREDIBLE BENEFITS OF OWNING THIS PACKAGE TODAY.... Gain more web traffic by using

classified ads that command attention. Save time and money. Super Easy to Install!
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